
WRITING ASSIGNMENT 2 GARDNERS THEORY

Introduction 1 2 Content 3 INTRODUCTION The Theory of multiple into specific CONTENT In Howard Gardner's
definition â€œ Intelligence is a bio Gets motivated by books, records, dramas and opportunities for writing. 2.

They use their insights about others to negotiate, persuade, and obtain information. When your
physical-kinaesthetic intelligence is highly developed, good career choices include: Dancer, building, sculptor
and actor. Seeing that the worst of the danger was over, Hemant slowly climbed down the tree where he was
hiding. Prior to watching the video the teacher will give the students with a number of questions to consider
while watching the video. If you are putting your design on a bag of some kind, you should place a cardboard
game box or a large 30 book, with a layer of paper on top of it in case your paint bleeds through, inside the
bag. Begin to talk about drama, what forms they are familiar with, and what sorts of terms are associated with
drama. Gardner's theory is one way of looking at thinking styles; VAK is another. Gardner says that our
schools and culture focus most of their attention on linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence. If you
want your design to have a 'background,' go on to the next step and don't remove the stencil just yet. You
could also put some waxed paper over the paint and run an iron over the design for about 20 seconds. This
time have one student create a tableau of their own. I drive my car at 55 miles per hour. Galton, for example,
first proposed that individuals possessed a general intellectual ability, which he called the "g" factor. The
ending of a story Summary Students will be asked to tell what element of a story means. After students had
done the work usually in teams we discussed their answers and they were given known information. Title b.
One answer, perhaps, exaggeration Or to rebel against authority? Now ask the students to break out again and
work in the same pairs. Now you're finished and can show off your project!


